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THE SONG ?1LE

A song file is prepared usIng the song editor. In the

following descrlptlon, lowercase terms appearin
g in braces

( are intended to be descriptive and are NOT to be

rice literally as pt thefile.

____

General

____
____

__

A song file can be entered in free format. Spaces are

tfttIht
-—

spaces can occur whereever a single space can occur.

—

A song flie can be created either measure by measure or

WIll be numbered by the edItor. Measure and voice rmber

line.

Measure byMeasure Format

If the file is created measure by measure, the song is

made upofanb _ofeaures_separated_by_i!/Jt_s__ -—— —

The song is terminated by “1/”. E.g.,

(measure i /
*

jmasr&2tJmeasure :33 /

Each measure Is comprised
Every measure of a song must contain the same number of voices,
and each voice in a particular measure nust be esame_
tötaJi düratlàn. - Two fereñt measures, however, need not.
be of the same total duration.

Volce wlthin
(carriage return line feed). E.g.,

(voice 11
•———

kvoioe 3t /
The editor will prefix each tine with voice number and

— measure—- num-ber.-——Thus--——---——-- ———---—— -

• •- — 1:1-—---- jvoI.ce--i,meaeare--i[--—--- _•_.• -•_

2:1 Lvoice 2, measure it /
• t:2Ivoicei, ineasure—2J—_ •

2:2 IvoIce 2, measure 23 /
[voice. 1,measure3 •J__• •_-

2: tvoiCe 2, measure 33 /1
An ampercand (“&“) at the end of a line indicates that a voIce

is to be continued on the follow1ngline: •• ••••
•••_-•—

-••-•—
-



1:1 vo1ce 1, measure 1 &
1:1 rest of voice 1, measure

‘Jolce by Voice Format

To enter a song voice by voIce, the IndivIdual voIces
as In asure by measure, as If easch voice was a song of noe
voIe Thus, -

voice 1 1/
voIce2//

volce 3 J//
As with masure by measure files, measures are separated.

by “/“ and any measure must have the same total time duration

in each voice. Also as before, two different measures need not

be of the same duratiozi Thus, measure 1 of voice 1 must be

of the same duration as measure lof voice 2, but measure I

need not be of the same duration as measure 2

Each lIne in t he file must en. with “1”, “/1”, or “&“.
Thus,

1:1 voioe 1, measure 1 / voice 1, measure 27/
1:3 $vo1ce 1, measure 3/ ,yoioe 1 measure
2:1 vojce 2, measure 1 / Ivoice 2, measure 23’ &
2:2 voice 2, rest of measure 21 / volce 2, measure
2;1i. voIce 2, measure 43’ 7/

Notes and Control

Voices are made up of notes to be played and control

information. Notesare always keyed in lower ca8e; control

information In upper case.

Key SIgnatures

The key signature indicates which notes are to be sharped

or flatted. I’orm.at Is

(KEY key sigriature3’



Thke sIgntur itself can be g1vi bj hame or by

“e±plicIiy iñdicating sharps and flate0 ed signatures ar

EJCE: CG, 0,, E, B F#. C#, F,Bb, EbAb,DBTh, Cb;

MINCR:A;, B; F#1C#;G#. Vj4’-, A#,D,G, C;’,Bb,Eb8 Ab

onakeys1gnature orto ar

t k”- “G’opttonally- Dollow—

ed—by-- (flat

•---ean—b wren—as—--— — -—--—-——- ———-- ----—— ——---

(KEY A ?IAJCR)

ca-by explicily naming .sharpednotes:

(KEY F5 CS GS)0

Similaly, Eb minor can be written as -

(KEY EF MI cB)

or by explicitly naming flated notes:

(KEY BF EF A?)

Non-standard key signatures can be given by explicitly indicating

which notes are to be sharped or flatted:

(KEYEFBFFS) - —- —

A key signature can be given at the beginning of any measure

in th song file, and it has effect from that point until the next

key signature appears.

If the song is entered voice by voice, the key signature - -
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does not aoiy to voices orecedlng the one in whIch It avpears.

Ths, “(KEt FS)” appearing In measure 3 of voice 2 ill cause

al]. to be srped fio measure 3 on in voices 2, 3, etc.,

t will not affect voice 1. Thus, the key signature should.
- .—--—

-- -

: appear at the start os a measure in voIce 1.

If ro key slgnatuac is given, C major ( or A minor) Is
f. .--—------ -

assumed

J Notes
-‘. J —

c .-- -

- - -

A note is defined bj duration and pitck. Duratioz indIcates

the length of itme a note is to be played. Lurationa available

are:

1. , 1 , 2. , 2 , 4. 4 8. , 8 , 16. , 16 , 32
32 64. • 64

representing dotted whole, whole, dotted half, half, etc0

If’ the duration is omitted when writIng a note (or rest), the

note is assumed to have the same duration of the precedIng note

or rest in the same voice. This holds true even across measure

boundaries.

The pitch of a note Is given by note letter (“a” through “g”)

optionally followed by an accidental mark (“f”, “a”, or “fl”,

indicating flat, shartp, or natural), and an octave0 An octave

Is indicated by a digit In the range 1 through 8. “1” represents

the lowest octave available, with “al” cprresponding to the lowest

A onthe piano keyboard0 Thus, “cL” Is middle C, etc0

As In standard notaion, an accidental applies to every

succeeding instance of’ the note in the same octave for the

remainder of the measure (unless offset by anoher acidenta1).

The octave of a note can be given in three ways: explicit,

Implied, or relative.
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explicit octave ——

The octave of a note can be explicitly given by followIng

te note with one of the digits “1” through “8”; e.g.,

“al”, “c4”, “fs3”Lthird F sharp on te piano), “bf.5”

(fifth F flat), etc.

ipl1ed octave —-

If the octave of a note is not explicItly specified, the

note is assumed to be withIn a foirth above or a fourth

below the preceding note in the same voice. This holds

true across neasures and across rests. For example.

following a “c4” any of the notes “c4”, “d4”, “e4”, 11f411,

“b4”, “a4”, or “g3” can be written without explicitly

specifying the octave.

relative oct.ave ——

A note that is In the octave beginning a fifth above the

preceding note of the väfàe can be indicated by following

the note letterhy a “+‘ç IniedIately folIówthg “04”

for instance, “g4” can bewrltten as”g+”; “a5”ñ

be writ-ten- as “a+’; etcAddittonal octavescan

— be reached-- relatively by ixsi ng severs1”+“‘s. Thus,

followIng “024.1’, “g++” denotes--”g5”;-- “a++” denotes “a6”; etc

A note -that is in the octave ending a fifth below —the--pre

ceding note of the voice can be Indicated by following-

the note letter with a “—“s- As with “+“, x several -

“-“ ‘s can be used to get_to lower octaves.

•
‘_---- -. i4n —

1



When writing a note, the duration, note letter, accidental mark,

nnd octave must be given in that order. No spacescan be included.

Rests

Resta are IndIcated by the letter “r”, optionally preceded

by a duration. As with notes, If the duration is omitted, 1tis

assumed to be the same as the previous note or rest ofthe voice.

Rests do not have accidental marksor octaves.

Dup1ets Triplets etc. -

A plet Is a notation that allows a number of notes t.o be

played In the time normally raquired of a different number of

motes, The notatIon Is:

(n7 FOR fm n notes )

where n Is the number of notes in the plot and a Is the numbet of

motes defIning the duration. For instance, a triplet could be

written

(3 FOR 2 notes )

meaning that the three notes in the triplet are to be played in

the time normally taken to play two notes. (In fact, each note In

the plot Is palyed. for a/n of its normal duration, so that n notes

need not actually appear In an n FOR m plot: e.g,

(3 FOR 2 2c4 4c) is a reasonable triplet). (NOTE: This may

cause an implementation problem in balancing voices :ETOU)

The “FOR m “ phrase may be omitted, In which case the

foliwoing default values are assumed for a:
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n default ru
2 3 (duplet)

2(tripièt)
4 3
greaterthan4 4

?i,t--of identoa1 pitch ca—be tied—byconnect1ng-therr—

WithE a---oare-t-) or up—arrow Notes-followi-ng--a tie-are— —-

indicated by-giving their duration only. (NOTE:-—I-s- this a good—

rule? :ETON)- E.g.1 - -

2 f4LV’4’8

denotes the following:

-

when tyIng across a neasure, into a piet, or out of a

plet, appent the caret to the first note0 E.g., In this measure

2b5a”
4c4 d 2e

- lb3A/

--the first and third voices end with notes -tied to notesin the

--next measure. In the following, --

4c4”(34de)4

the quarter note “4c4” Is tied to the first note of the

trIplet, and the “e” in the trIplet is tied to the quater

note that foilwos.

Repeats
A section of a song can be repeated by using the notation
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REPEAT n< THROUG m

or

REPEAT cn)

- In plate- of-a measure body. In the firstcase easurs

throu--,jfl be-repeated. -in the second case, mëasare i

will be rpeated-1--- Measures ri andm rnustalread have been entered.

If this-notation Is used in a measure -by-measure--fe, it

refers to repetUon.of all voices0 If it occurs-in a voice by

voice file, It refers only to the voice in which It occurs,

Note that this only replaces a measure body;- the measure

separators must stIll Cppear; e.g.,.

:j5 voice 4, measure 15 /
1:16 REPEAT 1 THROUGH 12 /
1:28 froicel, measure 28J

Also note that the repetition refers to the generated

-music, not the notatIon of the song file. Thus the context

In which a REPEAT occurs has no effect on which notes are played.

(I.e., a REPEAT is not a macro that causes the notation of the

original repeated measures to be reinterpreted in the context of

the repeat.)
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The followingdynamic markins are available, 1th the

obviousmeaning: - --
-

PPP,PP,P,NPMF,F,Fp,FFF - -•--- - ----- — --

The deauit value is MF. A dna mark-i-s--in effec•tr until

the ocDurance of another ctyr1amic mark0 In measure by measure

files, a dynamic mark appearing in a voIce applies

to that voice and all following voices. (E.g. an “F?” appearing

in voice 2 applies to voice 2, 3, etc., but not to voice 1.)

In voice by voice fiels, a dynamic mark applies only to

the voice in which it occurs. In measure by measure fiels,

it is possIble to restrict a dynamic niark to a single voice by

preceding the mark with the notation X1XXXYY

THI$ VOICE:

The eight dynamic levels are. equally spaced on the prevailing

loudness scale. 1aximum and mirimum. loudness (represented. by ---- -

FFF and PPP) are determined at performance time. -.

Cr-d decrescendos

The beginnlng of a crescendo is indicated by e symbol “<“s

The end of a crescendo is Indicated by the next dyaarn1c mark.

The crescendo causes an even increse In loudness from the

prevailing level at the start to the level indicated at the end.

For tnstance,

•e• 1 ... 1 — ...

Indicates a crescendo frorn. P to F, and an immedIate return to P.

ecrescendo Is indicated by the symbol The mechanism

is sImilar to that mentloned above for crescendo.



The loudness level IndIcated fc’the end of a crescendo

ut be hIghr than for the beginning of the crescendo.

SInilariy, the level for the end of a decrecendo must be lower

han for the beInnIng. -

s wIth dy mics marks, crescendo and decrescendo markings

refer oy to tie voice in whIch tiey occur In a voice by voice

tIie.- In a measure by measure file, they refer to the voice in

“which they occur and to all following voices, unless preceded

-by “This VOICE:”. Note: the notation “THIS VOICE:” refers to

any control rrk1ngs following it and before the next note,

For Instance, in the following

ThIS VOICE: some notes

the piano marking and. the crescendo refer only to the voice

In which they occur, while the forte marking refers to any

followIng voiceses as well. In this, however,

THIS VOICE: some rloteslTHIS VOICE: F

all of the Indicated markings refer only to the voice in which

they occur.

Accents

A note can be accented by folloIng it with the symbol “ ‘

An accent causeã the note to be played at the next higer loudness

level. For exaiple, in

,.. cl-i-’ ...

the “c4” will be played mezzoplano (NP). Notes cannot be accented

at the level FFF.



A prevailing accent pattern can be ectablished by the

followIng notation:

(ACCENJ beat pattern
— ) -

hI .otation must occur at the start of a measure, and describes

the acent pattern until another pattern is encountered

‘beat pattern” is a sequence of durations describing where

accents are tobe ped in a measure. For instan2e, a three four=

rhythm can be described by

(ACCENT 4’ 4 4)

or eqalvalentiy

(ACCENT 4’ 2).

A four four rhythm mlgnb e accented as

(ACCENT 4’ 4 4’ 4)

The following would then remove the above accents:

(AcCENT 1).

Note that the ACCENT notation sImply gives the- relative--

positlon in a measure of the start of a note that Is to--be-accent—— --

ed. Thus, “(ACCENT 41 4 4’ 4)” indicates that the note at the
start of the measure is to be accented (whether or not It Is

a quarter), and, a note that begins two quarters after the start-

of the measure is to be accented. The notation “(ACCENT2’ 2’)”

or even “(ACCENT 2’ 8’ )“ would accomplish the same result.



• If fls a meamire were encountered that was shorter then a

ha3S note long, or had no note beginning “a halt note into -

‘the insure,” there woufl be onlrone accent; e.g; this measure

4c42d4e

- would- -have-only one-accent with the flnn prevailing accent— - - —- -

•..s’4accENT1-4.4t11)”.-(i.e.,- the-1Io4). •- - •• -

• Accents-given by appending “-‘ -“ to a note- are in addition- -— -

.to any prevailing accent. •- - - - -

• The rules for accents with respect to the voices to which they

..apply are the sane as with dynamic marks: in ft voice by voice flies.

•.$hey apply only to the voice in which they appear.; in measure

-. by measure files, they apply to the voice in which they,, appear

and to all following voices. In measure by measure fish,

the notation “THIS VOICE:” can precede “(ACCENT ...)‘ with

the obvious effect.

Tempo

All tempo settings must be given in the first voice and refeer• er
to an voices in the sg. It is not possible to have diffent

tempo setting for different voices.

The tempo can be set by the notation

1114 (duration J — Izeats per mlnuite}

For example,

14144—60

•sets the tempo to 60 quarter notes per minuite. (Tempo can

also be controlled at perform time; thus, the tempo being set

here is actually a relative tempo.)
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The notatIon “RIT TO (beats per mInuIte” will cause a

radualiine3r retadation tàthe IndIcated tempo. Th1 tedd

us he s1ower tnan the temo In effect at the rtar.The end

c tie retardIs IndIeated 15y eithrthenotatIon “A which

causesa return to thetempo betore bh rtard or bfaexplIoit

—tempo set g The teo must have been ep11cftletbetGr

a retard canbe done. E.g. ,

4 L. = L20 ... ‘.e ‘ro 60 .,. A TiPG . . -


